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MATERIALS:
 " 4.2m of 115cm-wide or 3.7m of 150cm-wide lightweight 

cotton or silky fabric
 " 2.1m of 115cm or 150cm-wide co-ordinating fabric for the 

contrast bands
 " 1.5m iron-on interfacing 
 " co-ordinating thread 

:
ASSEMBLY
1 Stay-stitch the neck edge of the kimono back just inside  
the seam allowance.

2 With RST, pin and then sew the back piece to the front pieces at the 
shoulder seams. Press the seams open.

3 Open out the garment. With RST, matching the notches and  
matching the small centre dot on the sleeve to the shoulder seam, pin 
the sleeve to the armhole edge. Sew, then press the seam towards the 
sleeve. (See Pic A.)

4 With RST, sew the straight edge of a pocket piece to each garment 
front at the marked position. Now attach the remaining two pocket 
pieces to the kimono back, matching the placement lines. (See Pic B.)

UNISEX KIMONO

Easy to make and easy to wear, 
this kimono is an ideal project for 

matching loungewear 
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Unisex 

KIMONO

36 38 40 42 44 46 48

Chest
118.5cm 120cm 121.25cm 122.5cm 123.75cm 125cm 126.25cm

46¾” 47¼” 47¾” 48¼” 48¾” 49¼” 49¾”

Waist
116cm 117.25cm 118.5cm 119.75cm 121cm 122.25cm 123.5cm
455/8” 461/8” 465/8” 471/8” 475/8” 481/8” 485/8”

Hem width
133cm 134.25cm 135.5cm 136.75cm 138cm 139.25cm 140.5cm
523/8” 527/8” 533/8” 537/8” 543/8” 547/8” 553/8”
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CUTTING:

NOTES:
Use a 1cm seam allowance throughout.
 
Neaten the edges of all pieces before you begin.

5 Press all seams towards the pockets, then 
press the pockets away from the garment.

6 With RST, pin the front of the kimono to 
the back at the side, from the sleeves down 
around the pockets to the hem. Sew the seam 
in a single motion, pivoting at the corners. 
Reinforce the underarm and the pocket top 
and bottom by stitching again for 5cm either 
side of the pivot points. Clip into the seam 
allowance where the pocket joins the garment 
at the lower edge and press the pocket 
towards the garment front. (See Pic C.)

ATTACH THE CONTRAST BANDS 
7 Cut interfacing half the width of the 
contrast band pieces and fuse to the WS of the 
bands down one long edge, aligned with the 
fold. With RST, stitch the band pieces together 
to create one long strip. Press the non-
interfaced long edge to the WS by 1.5cm.

8 With RST, pin the interfaced edge of 
the contrast band to the kimono front. If 
necessary, clip into the seam allowance to 
help fit the band at the neckline. Sew and 
press the seams towards the contrast band. 
(See Pic D.)

9 At the hem, temporarily fold the band in 
half RST, and pin. Stitch across the band only, 
making a 5cm hem. (See Pic E.) Turn the band 
RS out and press. The turned-under long edge 

of the band will now just overlap the seam 
attaching the band to the garment.

J Press up the remaining garment hem by 5cm 
to match the band fold, then on the inside press 
under by 2.5cm. Top-stitch in place. 

K Slip-stitch the neatened band edge over the 
seam on the inside.

ATTACH THE SLEEVE BANDS
L Cut the interfacing to half the width of the 
sleeve bands and fuse as you did with the 
contrast bands. With RST, stitch the short  
ends of the band together to form a circle.  
Press the non-interfaced long edge to the  
WS by 1.5cm. RST attach the band to  
the sleeve. Fold the band to the inside, so that 
the turned-under edge just overlaps the seam, 
and slipstitch in place. (See Pic F.)

MAKE THE BELT AND BELT LOOPS
M Place the belt pieces RST and sew across  
one short end to make one long strip. Fold the 
strip in half lengthways, RST. Sew around the 
raw edges leaving a turning gap in the middle. 
Turn the belt RS out and press then slip-stitch 
the opening closed. For extra help see page 32!

N Fold the belt loop strips in half lengthways, 
with RST, and stitch along the long edge.  
Turn RS out, tucking the raw ends inside.  
Slip-stitch closed.
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TUTORIAL  - 
 SLIP STITCH

Used to close turning  gaps or sew  
double-turned hems. Anchor a knot 
inside the fold of the hem, pick up a 
tiny thread from the garment fabric 
and then pass the needle back into the 
folded hem allowance. Slide the needle 
forwards inside the fold by about 1cm, 
then bring it up and through a tiny 
thread of the garment again. Continue 
like this to complete the hem. On the 
RS of the garment all that should be 
visible is a tiny prick stitch and on the 
reverse, a small V-shaped stitch.
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O Try on the kimono and pin mark the 
position for the belt loops at the side 
seams. Hand or machine stitch in place at 
the side seams.
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